Macomb School of Magic
Map & Instructions
Welcome to the secret knowledge of the creation of your very own marauder map! The process is not
difficult, but you will need access to some safety scissors and a printer. The map is found on the last
page of the instructions. The folding is not complicated but does need attention to detail to effectively
create the design so that it lines up well. The process should take under 10 mins to complete.

1. Print out your map (final page) on 8.5x11" paper.

2. Find the two main vertical lines and make simple mountain folds. This should divide the map
into 3 sections.

3. Find the four main vertical lines in the left and right thirds of the paper. Cut these for lines, taking
care to not cut past the folds you made.

4. Find the vertical lines that delineate the main cover for map. Fold these sections in half so that the
face of the map meets in the middle.

5. Bring the center of the map face together so that it meets in the middle. Make any changes you need
to make so that the face of the map is meeting in a clear way. Push the paper down so that it creases
when you have good alignment.

6. Undo the face fold, so you can focus on the other sections of the map. Fold the top and bottom vertical
strips of paper into the center of the maps.

7. Find the short vertical lines for the “Macomb School of Magic” book face lettering at the edge of the
horizontal flaps. Fold each end individually one at a time into the center until all four are looking the
same as shown.

8. The last step can be a bit difficult. Take the end flaps that say, “Macomb School of Magic” and pull
them together in the center so that the flaps line up to the lettering. Once the match up, press gently down
on the map so that they make good folds. The folds should be angled folds and you need to be careful to
not rip the edges or over stress them. This may need a few attempts, so make sure you have taken the
time to correctly line them up before pushing the folds into place.
.

Congrats! You have completed your Macomb School of Magic Marauders Map! Careful now in managing
your mischief!
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